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Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Prompts to set up early payment email notifications
Customer challenges

Solution area

Meet that challenge with 
SAP Ariba

Implementation information

Experience key benefits

Prerequisites and Restrictions

Ease of implementation      
Geographic relevance

Low touch / simple 
Global

Ariba Network
SAP Ariba Discount Management

This feature is automatically on for all customers 
with the applicable solutions and is ready for 
immediate use

None

Many suppliers are unaware of what's needed to 
take advantage of a buyer’s early payment program.

Many suppliers can’t find relevant improvement 
information. There is too much information to filter 
through in quarterly release readiness 
communication cycles.

People expect to have information about setup the 
instant they need it.

Ariba Network automatically prompts the supplier’s  
Treasury agent to either…

• to provide missing early payment offer email 
notification set-up

• to adopt the daily email summary if he supplier 
received more than 5 offers received in last 
business day

…in early payment offer and confirmation pages.

• People get information about the setup of the 
system when they need it.

• Simplification of supplier and user onboarding

• Reduction of onboarding and support costs

• Alignment to SAP intelligent enterprise vision. 
SAP’s software should include intelligence to drive 
suppliers to self configure.
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Supplier altered to missing set up in 
application on early payment offer and 

confirmation pages.
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Treasury Agent prompted to adopt the early 
payment daily summary if received more than 

5 offers the prior business day.
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